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G2MEDiA designs striking visual 

displays with state of the art 

craftsmanship to create some 

of the worlds largest consumer 

electronic displays. This com-

pany was founded in 2015 by 

Frank Galgano and Louis Gal-

gano. With a History steeped in 

Audio Visual systems installa-

tion and integration, working 

with technology giant multina-

tionals and digital TV  

pioneers Grundig. 

 

In 2015 after almost 30 years in 

the Sale, Design and Installation 

of Audio Visual equipment and 

systems, the siblings joined 

forces to create G2MEDiA, an 

LED sign and screen 

manufacturer. 

 

With a Manufacturing Facility 

based in Mitcham Victoria,  

Australia. G2MEDiA commenced 

its business creating program-

mable outdoor signage for busi-

ness and government, increas-

ing both the screen quality and 

size as the years progressed.    
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In 2019 after 4 years and hundreds of 

screens produced, they decide to create 

their first fully portable 102” 

HUGE LED Screen, Lightweight 

at only 88kgs this Display 

monitor could be easily moved 

as required. 

That same year also saw the 

team install an outdoor LED 

TV in a home in Sorrento. 

 

In turn these products 

began the wheels in motion to 

creating what is available 

today in the pages of this 

brochure.  

 

Brighter than any OLED or 

regular Flat TV, with blacks 

so pure and an Unmatched 

dynamic range.  

 

Our range of captivating 

screens are a game purists 

fantasy and enhances any 

sports and movie lovers 

experience at home any time of the day 

or night. 
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AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST  

HD WIDESCREEN TV 
G2MEDiA G116FHD12  

Introducing the grandest Full High  

Definition true LED Television, exhibiting 

the purest black ever produced by  

eliminating the back light that is required 

on most conventional LED TV.. 

 

This screen produces its light individually 

pixel by pixel, ensuring true contrast 

definition without any light bleeding.  

Stunning 1200nits brightness for perfect 

viewing experiences in even brightest 

daylight conditions, on-board Free-View 

TV tuner with one touch Netflix or Stan 

access. Connected to an optional High 

End Sound-Bar and Sub or 5.1 surround 

sound system for total quality sound.  

 

Lean back in your favorite Lounge and 

enjoy works of art or family photos 

when in standby.  

Controlled by your phone, select watch 

TV and enjoy a viewing experience that, 

up to now, was simply unavailable out-

side a private movie theatre in a remote 

corner of your mansion. Movie screen-

sized indoor TV is now available for a 

wide variety of room configurations: 

G2MEDiA offers the complete total qual-

ity indoor TV technology package in 5 

screen diagonals, from the gigantic 217 

to the still huge 116. 



TV RANGE 



HUGE TELEVISION 

SIZES: 

INDOOR 217/158/116 

OUTDOOR 173/151 

  
Unsurpassed picture quality and 

contrast ratio. 

Using the Latest SMD-LED technol-

ogy provides the G2 series TV 

range with an unparalleled color 

spectrum, beyond the performance 

of standard LCD TV screens. Black 

LEDs produce a superior contrast 

ratio of > 5000 : 1 and, if needed, 

total black.  

Edgeless and seamless 

4k Modular TV. 

All our TVs come in the industry 

standard 16:9 aspect ratio. Ensuring 

true widescreen visual resolution. 

Its awe inspiring size, brilliant de-

sign and precision “seamless LED” 

engineering set these displays a 

world apart from conventional 

large-screen TVs, creating a vastly 

improved viewing experience and 

reaching beyond mere TV into the 

realm of art.  

Vivid Colors and Stunning Images 

With 120% Rec. 709 color accuracy, an ultra
-fast 3,840Hz refresh rate, 1200nit high 

brightness, and greater 4000:1 contrast 

ratio, these displays deliver jaw-dropping, 

lifelike color and stunning images. These 

screens provide a unique, cinema-like ex-

perience in absolutely all ambient light 

conditions. Enjoy picture-perfect entertain-

ment even in glaring sunlight flooding your 

living room.  

 

HDR and 18-bit grayscale processing 

power.  

Highly saturated colors and a bottomless, 

deep black are benchmarks of superior 

picture quality and picture TVs use state 

of the art HDR processing, supported by 18

-bit grayscale processing, to create a 

truly overwhelming viewing experience.  

A 160° viewing angle  

Without any brightness drop-offs or 

color shifts is exceptionally rare, 

even in much smaller screens. This 

performance places the G2 series in 

a whole new category.  
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